Ask Catherine

August 9, 2021

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!

Organized by Categories:

Cash and Precious Metals
Covid-19
Feedback
Going Direct Reset
Health
Local Gatherings
Recommended Links
Take Action
Testimonials State of Our Currencies
Conclusion
Additional Resources

Cash and Precious Metals
Question:
Hi Catherine,
I am currently with Morgan Stanley as they purchased ETrade. The other custodians I look at are also affiliated with firms we don’t want to do business with; suggestions please.
Also, First Horizon Bank acquired my small town bank. It’s not in the top tier of banks. Is it OK to retain my assets there?
I was just introduced to you this May...great site, great job! It is providing yet more information in just how pervasive the corruption is globally. Jerome Powell and Andrew Cuomo...wow. Just $59 billion.
Best,
R

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Catherine:

Hello and thank you for all that you do - the time you take for the work you publish, interviews you do, and direct communication through Ask Catherine.

On the Covid front - We have just submitted our son’s Religious Exemption forms along with disclosure forms and references that you helped supply along with Children’s Health Defense and ICAN to his xxxx. We are waiting to find out what the “demands” will be for our daughter’s private xxxxHigh School.

On the financial front - My question is about the best recommendation for capital to start a new business? My family owns a commercial building with a storefront (currently used by my mom) and a 2nd floor where I have my private practice (Pilates, Reiki). My mom is getting closer and closer to deciding to retire and I have persuaded her to NOT sell the building. I am interested in converting her storefront to a kind of Purveyor shop - cheeses, condiments, seasonal fresh farm produce, perhaps a relationship with a baker that sources locally, etc. It’s only a 900 sq ft space but would be well suited to something like that. You always say “whose your farmer” and I would like to build relationships with local farm producers for certain products to have a go to shop where we live. We own the building with no mortgage and renovations and product investment will have to be made. In our current climate is it best to take a commercial equity line of credit, get a small business loan, or some other type of mortgage product on the
property? Enough for the initial investment and to pay the taxes and what not as the new business develops. My thought is, it’s something they can’t shut down. I’m in a blue state.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**

Hi Catherine,

Your research and published material are essential reading for all! In conversations with people that suspect a scheme but need guidance, I always have them start with Solari.

Just listened to your interview with James Corbett about the Going Direct Reset. Have not read the most recent Solari Report (on my agenda while in Maine for 10 days in early Sept). Anyhow, I ran into the old “Due to a national shortage of coins” sign this morning at breakfast. When I first saw these signs in 2019 (I think), I suspected it was part of the digital currency scheme. Now I am most certain it is. Have you discussed this in an interview or written about it? If so, where can I read/listen to your commentary?

Thank you so much!
JH CPA

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**

Hi Catherine,

I am looking for your advise on the following : we were following these days a zoom session explaining about the basis of the so-called Trustee Kim Goguen and the so-called organisation around Global Intelligence Agency. Do you have any sensible feedback on this? Thanks for your appreciated assistance on beforehand.

Kind regards and thanks for the good work!
PD S
Comment:

Hi Catherine,

You mention cash Friday. Great idea I do that now. I would like to mention redox signaling molecule Monday through Sunday, repeat, in that same low key vein. This business end would give people stackholder status and financial independence, which is what a good government is all about. This would also put a bigger and bigger dent in pharma profits, which is paramount to slaying that behemoth. Low key, in compliance with current ludicrous FDA mandates in prefacing any discussion etc, etc, etc. The company is in many nations and has solid global goals. Have a great weekend and did you know that one of Dr. Reiner Fuellmich's truth warriors recently interviewed mentioned the book by Christopher Story entitled: The European Union Collective - Enemy of it's Member States. I cannot recall the name of the gentleman being interviewed, he has a web page or two. Perhaps you will interview him or mention his name if you know who he is? He said reading that book was like a roadmap to where we are at this point in time. What was laid out then is happening now. I heard you mention a feeling of Bolshevism, I heard Renier allude to Sovietization, I burst into tears when the mention of Christopher Story came up, as it leapt off the screen as if he was speaking directly from the grave. I think he was through the Holy Spirit which is guiding humanity now. I think he will serve in the government to come in some capacity. Pretty obvious I am totally blown away by the recognition that we do have a map of what is transpiring, we are not alone, we shall prevail. Amen. p.s. Remember back in the day when the democrats morphed across the aisle to become neo-conservatives they said they followed Trotsky. I hope you have had the opportunity to view The Soviet Story - it shows how the Nazi's and the Soviets worked hand in glove. I would go so far as to believe the Soviets created the Nazi's. All to acquire the strategic middle eastern creation of Israel. We have in my view, one monster with two heads. This is described in the book of revelation. One head was wounded but had healed... etc, etc. etc. All the best no matter what you decide as regards planting the seeds of the new science which the FDA has buried in the dietary category, which is so wrong that someday it will be brought to light. But it you could partisipate in light an entrepreneurial fire in thousands of viewers I feel it would strengthen the entire push and cause that we all know must happen. Divestment takes money in addition to our help from the Holy Spirit. Scared commerce is not a bad business model and Asea has it down to a fine art.

All the best,

S B
Question:

Dear Ms. Fitts,

I have been a fan of your work and commentary since 'Thrive' and perhaps a bit before. Your illustration of the 'Tapeworm Economy' with Mr. Gamble was electrifying and, I think, very brave. Anyway, I kept a 'mental note' about the ideas that you articulated and went on with my own life in the meantime since viewing that documentary.

More recently, you have interviewed and been interviewed by James Corbett. As per 'The Corbett Report''s archival index, Interview #1550 (at the 53:05 mark) and Interview #1613 (at the 17:45 mark) included mention of specific ways that centralized control of markets can be resisted, sidestepped or otherwise escaped by the use of 'physical' currencies in exchange transactions. I take this to mean local currencies with intrinsic value. In light of the cacophony of voices buttressing the transformation to a digital and crypto-based economy, I thought your ideas displayed a wisdom that's becoming increasingly rare.

For this reason, I am keenly interested in what you think of the case of Pak Zaim Saidi of Indonesia and of his Pasar Muamalat project in his country which is described in this recent video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJ8F3NCL-FM (~8 min.). The 'Pasars' (Bazaars) that he established there were, to my mind, a case-study of how physical-currency based local economies, much like you described in your conversations with James Corbett, could work in practice.

For my own part, escaping the centralized global financial system has been a personal imperative. Therefore, I am open to sharing what I know about this topic, learning from others, and, most of all, building bridges with and between those who have the same or similar aspirations.

I hope that you and your team enjoy a very nice weekend and I look forward to receiving your response.

Sincerely,

A M.
Comment:
Catherine,
I am an Enrolled Agent, and work in the tax preparation and tax resolution industry. This shutdown has been a disaster. This might be akin to the Russian empire being taken down by fax machines in the 80’s. Here are several problems most people are not aware of:

1. Some refunds are inexplicably taking 4-8 months to receive.
2. Any paper-filed returns or letters are taking 12-18 months to process.
3. They continue sending out notices and escalating collections without considering mailings of returns, amended returns, or letters that nullify the tax they are attempting to collect. This is absolutely cartoonish.
4. In one case, we sent a request for installment agreement by certified mail (proof of mailing), didn’t hear anything, then the collection case was assigned to a local revenue officer several months later. RO’s can levy your paycheck or bank account in short order.
5. I called IRS on my practitioner priority line the other day (typically answered within 5 minutes), and was hung up on by the automated system due to high call volume. I called later, and was given the option to leave my phone number for a return call. We are now 2 days into waiting for that call.

S in Florida

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Dear Catherine,
I just signed up for your premium subscription after listening to several of your videos, including “Using Disaster Capitalism …”
I am very concerned about the current risks related to financial events and want to preserve the wealth of my family. Although I did read in alt-media about possible upcoming major changes related to banks, SDRs, E-SDRs, dollar value drop, etc, I must confess I do not understand all the possible implication/outcomes.
I am currently invested 50-50 in the stock market (ROTH) and in municipal bonds in my state (blue at present). I am 70 and already retired.
Given current events (financial manipulations and C19V health / population reduction predictions), I would like to know:
what is are your thoughts about the possible risks of holding at this time municipal bonds in a blue state
- How will the SDR/E-SDR implementations affect the value of current ROTH securities I hold in the event of significant drop in value of the dollar
- What are best options to preserve my wealth, if I want to reposition myself (> 3M).
- Is investing a significant part in precious metals a good idea at present?
I do have my wealth managed by a relatively large professional company and, so far, they are performing very well, based on conventional times and strategies. However, I lost my trust in them when I asked my personal advisor if she and her company, they were aware and are considering the information you discussed in the video “Using Disaster Capitalism...”. She responded that she and the CEO viewed the video link I sent them and their answer was “In regards to the article, we both feel this is propaganda; information meant to instill fear into people. The website USAWATCHDOG is not a site where reputable information can be gathered.”
This answer troubled me. I understand that, being a large corporations providing WEALTH MANAGEMENT SERVICES, they are part of the “System”, and perhaps they are not allowed to tell the truth. That is why I joined solari.
I was not sure my inquiry above is appropriate for the solari Blog, so I sent it as a personal email. Please let me know WHERE and HOW to look for you answer. Given the rapidly evolving events, your answers are critical and urgent for me.
Thank you and I look forward to learn and benefit from being a member of solari.com.
Best wishes,
M F

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Good day Catherine,

I have been moved by your suggestion to make sure our money isn’t working against human freedom, but I am a bit at a loss.
I live in Ontario, Canada and I’m not entirely sure how to tell which banks or credit unions are worth considering.

Any recommendations, tips or directions would be appreciated.

Thank you,
G W

CAF Notes & Links:
**Question:**

Dear Catherine,

First, thank you SO much for your reports, etc.; you are a font of wisdom in this insane world we are in today.

I am sure you will not get this or have time to reply but nothing ventured, nothing gained. I do not know who to seek honest advice from.

I am 64, have an inherited IRA (from my dad in 2017) with about $560,000 in it. I have sold most of the stocks so it is mostly cash as I watched the dive in March of 2020. I also have a TOD account with about $80,000, both with Fidelity. I am terrified to lose this bit of wealth I have. Originally I had thought my RMD would help with retirement (need it, paying last year of college tuition for the caboose right now) but can these Fidelity accounts be hacked, or become worthless? Looking at your gold for some of it but don't think I can buy it outright in an inherited IRA? I am not happy with Fidelity's gold buying options leaving nothing in my hands!

Can I transfer the inherited IRA to a "safe bank"?? I have read conflicting info and feel like I am running out of time. Have considered pulling it, paying the tax penalty which would be brutal, to buy a "bolt hole" in, perhaps TN! (Have been looking in Paris, Trenton, Grand junction; prices in TN have gone crazy!)

Have a wonderful 3800 sf home in upstate NY with 3 acres, blueberries, apples, black currants and my beloved veg garden but do not trust the illustrious, infamous gov of this state!! The house needs some work before putting on the market unfortunately, which has me worried. Also share a tiny, inherited, summer cottage in the Thousand Islands region of NY and have a teeny house in St Petersburg, FL. (no garden and power grid outages would make it unbearable)...house poor/rich in the wrong state! Absolute first choice would be Maine but a red state with space to garden, back to chickens, cool nights seems to be the best idea...TN! Am thinking I should find a "safe bank" in FL until I can do so unless using my IRA and paying cash would be best? Without the proper understanding of due diligence for a "safe" bank, am terrified to pick the wrong one and Mike Adams/Natural News has me absolutely petrified I need to be on the run with a machete strapped to my back. Should one look at minimum assets for a safe bank? Was looking at Flagship Bank in Clearwater but no clue how to evaluate its solidity....lots of real estate which worries me perhaps? (Takes me back to It's A Wonderful Life!) I even looked at banks in Trenton, TN! Any slight direction or words of wisdom would be so amazing.

Thank you for all you are doing and for all of the information you are provide, it is invaluable. I am deeply indebted to you for your service and knowledge.
PS...You look wonderful in coral!!

Sincerely,
L H

CAF Notes & Links:

Covid-19

Question:
Hi Catherine,

This is not an "ask" but a sharing of information to let you know what's going on here. I'm sure public schools have even more craziness going on! Our son goes to a small entrepreneurial HS here in Atlanta. The head of school is very pro-vax & encouraged all of his teachers to get the injection as soon as it was out. This was so he could proclaim to the community that 100% of the teachers are vaxxed! I was horrified. He then asked the community over the summer what our vax plans were (not confidentially, our names were on the survey to the school.) I found this ridiculous & checked Other, since our whole family had covid in December & have had antibody tests done 2x, both results coming back with strong immunity 8 months after the fact. I said we had natural immunity & would never get the injection.

His back to school emails stated: 97% of the student body have or are being vaxxed, we encourage all students to get it because it is Safe, Effective, etc. & that the unvaxxed are 99% of the hospitalizations! Obviously we live in the land of the CDC & many people around here work for the CDC or Emory Healthcare, which is closely tied to the CDC. My husband & I emailed him with our facts, linking him to VAERS injury data, also that the delta was in majority of vaxxed people & our young people were not the at risk population, etc. We also said we would never inject our son, since he is vaccine injured already & has seizures (infrequently, but now on medication.) He said, fine, there are a few other medically fragile kids at the school & this is why he's encouraging anyone who can get vaxxed to do so. He completely disregarded the "natural immunity" argument, saying that hopefully as the school year goes on the vaxxed won't have to mask & the unvaxxed & those medically fragile stay masked. Ridiculous.

We do the saliva testing to have a negative test for the first week of school. The head of school said, don't worry, you won't have to test every week because we enrolled in the Georgia Department of Public Health to test K-12 students for Covid-19 at school, free of charge (the Epidemiology Laboratory Capacity (ELC) Reopening Schools
Program, administered by the CDC and dear parents, you can opt in! Believe me, we are opting out of this testing & doing our own testing. Our son graduates next spring & he can wear a gauzy cloth mask to school & some school will be outdoors & he has an internship with a friend of ours, so no masking there. He won't graduate soon enough, in my opinion. His amazing, outside the box thinking, entrepreneurial school became a fascist state pretty quickly!

Thanks for your amazing work,
BJ

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:

Dear Catherine,

I hope this finds you well. I've run into a problem and I hope you or a contact can point me in the right direction.

As you may remember, just before COVID I landed as the chief strategist in a very large state agency in a very red state. Although the job has challenges, as you can imagine, I work for a Secretary who is a phenomenally straight arrow and a Chief of Staff who is as big a COVID skeptic and Great Reset Refusnik as anyone at Solari (I've turned him on to the site, by the way).

A major part of my job is asking the hard questions, looking at real data, running scenarios for planning purposes, etc. As you can imagine, I was a thorn in the side of the professional "public health" staff through the whole thing.

Anyway, COVID has raised its head again, of course. That said, when I went back to data sources I hadn't looked at in several months, low and behold: They were gone. For example, JB Handley's articles which I had used to great effect in steering policy in 2020 are entirely absent from his site. More importantly, and the prime reason for this request: I can't seem to find any of the analysis concerning all-cause mortality. I spent quite a bit of time searching for the paper that came out of Johns Hopkins a couple months ago and couldn't find it. Essentially the only discussion of all-cause mortality available now seems to be either a breathless assertions that 2020 saw 500,000 excess deaths in the U.S. or articles "debunking" narrative challenges stemming from all cause mortality analysis. The only exceptions were very old article from early in the p(l)andemic.

As I gear up to fight COVID Wars Part Deux, do you know anyone who has looked at all-cause mortality from a COVID skeptic point of view in the last few months? It would really help the fight if I had fresher analysis than Summer 2020 and, so far, my Google-
fu (and Duck Duck Go) have failed me. To be sure, I'm hampered by having to be somewhat circumspect at work.

Any pointers would be greatly appreciated, not just by me but by literally tens of thousands of folks impacted by my boss's decisions.

Regards,
E H

CAF Notes & Links:

Feedback

Question:
Hi Catherine,

What are your thought on the person who now occupies your old job, Marcia Fudge. Is she someone we can trust?

Sincerely,
DC

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Hello Catherine,

Although the content is probably no surprise to you, is there a way to verify the content here?
Many thanks,
F

CAF Notes & Links:
**Question:**

Greetings Catherine,

Very grateful for your God-implanted love of truth and making much clear to us. Sharing #CashFridays with friends!

Is this Biden DOJ memo the truth bomb I think it is? This explains why mandate rumors became sudden wide reality in July: public and private entities promised no prosecution. Link to DOJ memo is embedded in article ...


Rep Marjorie Taylor-Greene tipped us off when she bravely said the root of the vaccine mandates is "Wall Street Wall Street Wall Street" (at 3 mins)


His Abundant Peace and Grace to You and Yours,

Beverly, 

member

So Is the Story? : corps, govts, schools, etc empowered by promise of no prosecution illegally force Americans to receive "free" experimental unvaccine injections or lose jobs, education, military career, home and food -> then Wall St can get paid by govts and insurance cos for each dose = guaranteed ginormous $$$ profits from mass volume sales (plus profits to related Wall St bizz like defense contractors who make vacc ingredients, Walgreens who sets up on site shots, FedEx for vaccine batch delivery, AON for vax delivery security, vaxxpass tech, more tech, banks, brokers fees, etcetcetc -> Wall Street gets rich plus donates back to "Mr. Global" sold out politicians (who removed liability and laws) and issues and groups like BLM in time for 2022 and 2024 elections because UNDavos NWOGreatReset coup needs money / is not yet complete. And its global! Like pimps, our politicians (in every country) selling use of our arms to Wall Stand over and over (must be "fully" double vaxxed plus boosters). Everybody stays in business - until we die of clots or graphene oxide buildup.

OhMyGoodness we are being bio-trafficked!

(idiot wikipedia says Biden DOJ shill legal memo author Dawn Johnsen is a Methodist Sunday School teacher. Lord spare us.)

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Question:

Dear Catherine,

I live in what was formerly Sheriff Mack territory within Arizona. I no longer feel confident about where I live, given that from our Governor down to local officials, Mr. Global seems to be gaining a foothold here. I have covered the bases as you recommend: I know my banker, my sheriff, I'm growing my own food and buy from local ranchers, I've got a few off-grid homes (one in town and one in the boonies), I've diversified into PM, and so forth. In other words, I've done a lot to make things work here in Arizona, but am beginning to feel I can never overcome some of the negatives. I can't buck the progressive political trend, and have concerns about water due to decades of drought plus poor local water management. I feel that I need land with a well, ponds, a stream, and so forth, if I am to be prepared for what is ahead. I want to be close to the earth, close to those care for the crops and farm animals, close to those who still love God, family and our country. I've taken this into prayer for many months, and through synchronicities I was led to look into the state of Iowa. Specifically, the counties in the southeast of the state. I've taken what I've been given in prayer, and am now trying to test this, and to flesh it out. I know that sometimes we are led to something which is actually an interim step that is necessary to lead us to the ultimate solution or answer. In that spirit, I'm contacting you now to ask: Do you have any particular reaction to this state ie. pros and cons, that you wouldn't mind commenting on? I also wonder if I might be put in touch with other Solari members from southeast Iowa, so that I can begin to ask more specific questions, and perhaps make friends with some like minded people there before I take steps to liquidate my Arizona assets and make the move. I realize that John Titus recently made the move from Illinois and chose Indiana. The Epoch Times reports a migration from southern Illinois to Missouri. I've seen no particular praise for Iowa or any trends toward it, but this may not be important in my case. I've never followed the herd. I just wonder if there is something about Iowa I haven't yet discovered that is the reason it isn't on the radar as a place folks are migrating to.

Thanks so much, and God bless you. In your videos, you look quite comfortable in your overseas home, but I imagine you must miss Tennessee. I hope things work out for you in the very best way possible.

PW in Prescott AZ

CAF Notes & Links:
Comment:
Hi Catherine,

Gates has stated the pandemic will end in late 2021 with potentially some “spill over” into 2022. Do you think this is likely and what will the end of the pandemic look like?

Thanks
M

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Hello Catherine,

I am writing to ask about your personal email and cell phone preferences.

I am working through Corey’s list and need to get off/ out of the big tech companies platforms.

What are your recommendations?
any feedback regarding the freedom phone?
what about wired vs. wi fi- is one better for emf radiation and security?
which email server would you recommend?
who’s best to listen to regarding emf hygiene?

I have never done any social media but do have photos in the cloud (apple). I’m needing to organize them, migrate them and afterwards delete all- any and all suggestions are appreciated.

C

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
Hello Catherine,
first, let me thank you; for being a soul with the intent for good and righteousness. second, for DJ and thy connection with him; thou art making a difference and i thank you both.

i had posed a question for you and sent it to the support system and your assistant advised me to contact you this way.

i pray this email finds you well, in great health; and i humbly pass the thought that i expressed yesterday; nevertheless - it is more urgent now that Epoch Times just posted that the US Military Surgeon General announced the Green Light has been given to vaccinate children under 12 for the new school year in "emergency cases". You and I both know what this means. I have 5 children, 3 under 12.

I work as an xxxxxxx for XXXXXX, have been here for 15 years with the company. When I learned of the Corporation 2 years ago, i dove into the rabbit hole...and now into spiritual awakening - i lean not unto my own understanding...

"i have completed mostly the colb, formed a private trust, recorded all pertinent docs in waller county texas, formed a bank account with ein98. To date, i am looking to make headway in protecting my family from all enemies foreign and domestic and know that you understand. (i now, also have an LLC to communicate with the ein98 bank account.)

Is there any way you could point me in the right direction in affectively gaining complete Redemption? and also, Operating in way that benefits Our Republic for Which it Stands, One Nation under God with Liberty and Justice For All. My current plan, i can speak with you about, nevertheless is private - not sure email or phones are private these days...

Samuel Adams has said what i can not say with more eloquent words and I stand with him.

“If ye love wealth better than liberty, the tranquility of servitude better than the animating contest of freedom, go home from us in peace. We ask not your counsels or arms. Crouch down and lick the hands which feed you. May your chains set lightly upon you, and may posterity forget that ye were our countrymen.”
— Samuel Adams

private american

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Don’t know what EIN 98 is

Question:

Would you consider this man a hero?
He challenged Canadian court and won.
The government lost and no more plandemic.
They couldn't prove there is a "Covid 19 Virus."
All restrictions lifted because those are illegal now.
Please watch:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/euMT6jUwXhym/

Please interview him (Patrick King) and put him on your report.
He is an ordinary guy, but got lots of guts than Fuellmich in my opinion.
Thank you,
A

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

For many months, clif high has received five reports on three continents that the supply line of the vaxxx has been successfully sabotaged. In some cases, the same things are happening in the reports. These are self-organized collectives who have taken the 'initiative.'

• replacing the contents of the vaxxx vials with saline or vitamin C, shrink wrap removed and then replaced.
• changing the expiry dates on the vials so that when received they must be thrown out.
• the alcohol wipe that sterilizes the injection site, may have a small sponge inside, the vaxxx is injected into the sponge, and not the arm
• the vaxxx 'passport' is still issued.

As a result of these efforts many more people may survive the vaxxx than we expected.

WOOTAGE - EXPLORERS' GUIDE TO SCIFI WORLD
https://www.bitchute.com/video/E70IS531rBe4/?list=notifications&randomize=false

Cheers, Deb

CAF Notes & Links:
Question:
Hi Catherine - I saw this brief news note and wondered if you had any thoughts about it. Seems very odd to me. Not only the assignment but the length of time. Would it be related to Guantanamo?
Thanks! A G.
https://kelo.com/2021/08/05/south-dakota-national-guard-unit-to-deploy-to-cuba/

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
I am looking for interviews on chips and tracking by Dr Katherine Albrecht to share and in searching I can find nothing recent. Does anyone know where she is speaking these days?
Thanks,
M

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
Hi Catherine,
I don't believe @freespeechfoundation Facebook Page as mentioned in AskCatherine is actually related to AFLDS. There is more than one organization with this name, and the one affiliated with AFLDS has an address in Tucson, AZ (different than the Michigan address on that FB page), and was formed in 2020.
Cheers,
Hello Catherine,

I recently became a subscriber to the Solari Report and thank you for the wealth of information you put out. I live in Belgium, Elsene.

I am very concerned about the situation we are facing, and I understand those who engineer this situation are steamrolling ahead.

I work at the Ghent University (at the Human Resources department). Over the last few years I noticed that some of our professors are driving a narrative that is focussed on Scientism, Technocracy, Transhumanism, and Climate Change. Some of them have formed a group (with people from the Netherlands) and call themselves “Ecomodernists,” and have a very targeted communication on social media attacking everyone who deviates from the narrative.

The reason I contact you is the following. I believe people worldwide are in danger because they are misled and don’t fully understand what’s going on.

Intellectuals and politicians in Belgium have a very bleak awareness of the situation:

1. Some focus only on the pandemic and think the solution is the vaccine. These well-meaning people will, in fact, start driving the narrative for mandatory vaccination because they believe it is the socially responsible thing to do.
2. Some understand the vaccine is a scam and that the vaccine passport will limit our freedom. These people don’t fully understand that these vaccine passports leverage to complete centralized control based on Technocracy and Transhumanism.
3. Some are deeply under a spell and mind-controlled and think the solutions are Technocracy and Transhumanism. These people don’t want to question their narrative.

I believe certain people in positions of power should be informed about the complete picture and what is going on behind the smokescreen of the Pandemic: about the role of
Central Banks, the Going Direct Reset, holding governments hostage, the history of Technocracy, the history of Geo-engineering the weather, Blockchain and the stuff that Alison McDowell writes about + the Vaccine Passports as leverage to install totalitarianism based on Technocracy and Transhumanism.

People should be made clear that we only have a few months to turn this around and that opposing Vaccine Passports is crucial.

I recently read a quote from Klaus Schwab that by the end of 2021, the fear for Covid will be replaced by fear for climate change. I think we can expect chaos and food shortages by the end of the year.

So, I think a letter should be sent to some specific individuals in different countries who are well-meaning, not afraid to follow their intelligence, and have ethics and morality. People in positions of power or intellectuals or people in the social sphere with influence should be aware of what is at stake in this crisis.

So here is my question, do you know anyone who would be capable and willing to compose such a letter? If I were able to do it, I would write it myself, but I’m afraid that I only see the big picture, but my knowledge is not sufficient to write more in detail about these subjects + combine it all in a concise letter of 2 or 3 pages.

Thank you for the time to read this.

Greetings from a rainy Belgium,
C

**CAF Notes & Links:**

---

**Health**

**Question:**

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Local Gatherings

Question:

CAF Notes & Links:

Recommended Links

Comment:
Great update this week!

Catherine

I am just reading this article. Another common denominator. Venable was at the core of my issues as well.

https://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/HL0210/S00089.htm

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
The FDA had slides stating the issues that the JAB would result in!

Comment:
TN Governor Lee just signed executive order 83 (August 6) which “…opens the door for the construction of temporary quarantine and isolation facilities in Tennessee”. Are the two related? How many other state governors have done similar?

Comment:
what a surprise though – CNBC disputes

Comment:
This is a useful case study on EMF reduction that includes floor plans, photos, sample meter measurements, and use of shielding paint: https://www.zokazola.com/emf_reduction.html
Katherine Horton’s TI site has meter recommendations, https://stop007.org/home/equipment-detection/#Acousticom
Attic Foil in Texas has a shielding product (48” and 60” width) with white vinyl on one side and foil on the other, which avoids the psychological oppression of foil-on-walls (living in a tin can). Can be used except in hot areas, where there is risk of PVC off-gassing.
48” Wide Radiant Barrier Foil + White Vinyl Perforated
The vinyl+foil is relatively lightweight and can be hung on walls. It can also be mounted in lightweight aluminum window screen frames which typically hold insect screen mesh, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yLhZ7IVq7Ac
Proper grounding is important to avoid the shields becoming antennas.

CAF Notes & Links:
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